Investigation by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy of the chaperoning interactions of HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein with the viral DNA initiation sequences.
HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (NC) exhibits nucleic acid chaperone properties that are important during reverse transcription. Herein, we review and extend our recent investigation by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) of the NC chaperone activity on the primer binding site sequences (PBS) of the (-) and (+) DNA strands, which are involved in the second strand transfer during reverse transcription. In the absence of NC, the PBS stem-loops exhibited a fraying limited to the terminal G-C base pair. The kinetics of fraying were significantly activated by NC, a feature that may favour (-)PBS/(+)PBS annealing during the second strand transfer. In addition, NC was found to promote the formation of PBS kissing homodimers through interaction between the loops. These kissing complexes may favour secondary contacts between viral sequences and thus, promote recombination and viral diversity.